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lumapix fotofusion extreme portable.Q: unable to get the values of an array Hi guys i was able to able to get the values from a JSON with a userId but not

able to get the other id here is the json response { "response": { "id": 65, "username": "sample", "firstname": "api", "lastname": "user", "c_telphone":
"937682508" }, "date": "2015-11-17" } this is the code that i was trying to get the values public bool GetFeed(string strUserId) { var json =

JsonConvert.DeserializeObject(response); string id; string username; string firstname; string lastname; string c_telphone; string date; id = json.user.id;
username = json.user.username; firstname = json.user.firstname; lastname = json.user.lastname; c_telphone = json.user.c_telphone; date = json.date;
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Description: Lumapix Fotofusion EXTREME 5.5 is a complete product with many unique features making this product a perfect companion for every
traveler. It provides all the necessary necessities for a complete experience when you are on tour.from typing import Any, List from.._types import
PyObject, PyObjectAndFile, PyObjectAndInput # There's no built-in distinction between Python and PyObject here, # but we need to distinguish between
python/json.JSONEncoder and # json.JSONEncoder, and between pytest-debugger and pytest. class AbstractModule: iter: PyObjectAndInput
@classmethod def __init__( cls: type, obj: PyObjectAndFile, *, m: PyObjectAndInput ) -> None: if isinstance(m, PyObjectAndInput): for key, value in
m.iter.iteritems(): setattr(cls, key, value) else: super(AbstractModule, cls).__init__(obj.obj, *m) cerebral infarction/brainstem infarction, demonstrated
atrophy of the left thalamus, left parietal and occipital lobes in MRI. Regarding other patterns of brain atrophy, a previous study showed that diffuse brain
atrophy was the most common brain atrophy pattern in patients with SVD, although focal pattern was the most frequent in patients with lacunar stroke
\[[@pone.0157101.ref038]\]. In addition, 50% of patients with lacunar stroke showed asymmetric brain infarctions, and the occipital lobes were involved in
39% of those with lacunar stroke \[[@pone.0157101.ref039]\]. In our study, however, patients with lacunar stroke had more frequent atrophy in the left
parietal lobe. Our finding was consistent with previous findings, suggesting a vascular etiology for the asymmetrical regional changes in the brain
\[[@pone.0157101 82138339de
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